Student Attitudes

American college students reflect the society they live in. Concerned primarily about their own work, their social life and their future, they give only a secondary interest to politics and campus affairs. 

Hardly surprising, these views appeared over and over again in eight separate articles describing the "Mood of the Students." The articles, written by college newspaper editors, appeared in Sunday's New York Times Magazine.

The writers contradicted belief that conservatism is the dominant political force on today's campus. Liberalism is on the rise, the editors say.

The attitudes at the other campuses can also be seen at MIT. Students think first of studying, dating, and getting into graduate school, and only finally of national and world issues.

The current preoccupation with private rather than public affairs can be traced in part to Christmas change and group spirit on the student. However, this lack of involvement in public issues leads to an unfortunate isolation of most students from the rest of society.

New Editor

The Board of Directors of The Tech is pleased to announce the election of Timothy John "T SE" Bernsten to the Tech "66 as Features Editor, Mr. Wimbish, of the Alpha Epilson Pi and Delta Chi, Michigan, was previously Acting Features Editor.

By Mike Armstrong

Editor's Note: Mike Armstrong is the president of Tech Student Enterprises, Inc.

Several years of student entrepreneurship have recently culminated in the formation of Tech Student Enterprises, Inc. Founded in a joint effort by the undergraduate and graduate students, Tech Enterprises Inc. intended to provide a framework for the establishment of academic and social services which may be established and continued for the benefit of students with regard to sound and ethical business practices.

This autonomous corporate structure was selected because it makes it possible to provide the continuity of information and responsibility necessary to maintain TSE's services, and he will aid and advise the student entrepreneur, thus helping the student to develop a sense of responsibility while gaining valuable business experience.

TSE, as its first service to the community, is organizing several charity flights and charter flights to Europe. In addition to the Christmas flights, TSE is beginning the commencement of several Simmer charter flights.

The flight enterprises demonstrate the type of contributions TSE will make to the MIT community. The expansion of TSE's areas of enterprise will further enhance TSE's charter flights program and future expansion.

The general manager will provide the continuity of information and responsibility necessary to maintain TSE's services, and he will aid and advise the student entrepreneur, thus helping the student to develop a sense of responsibility while gaining valuable business experience.

TSE, as its first service to the community, is organizing several charity flights and charter flights to Europe. In addition to the Christmas flights, TSE is beginning the commencement of several Simmer charter flights.

The flight enterprises demonstrate the type of contributions TSE will make to the MIT community. The expansion of TSE's areas of enterprise will further enhance TSE's charter flights program and future expansion.

TSE Inc. is eager to insure ethical entrepreneurship; Organizes charter flights for MIT community

Letters to The Tech

Bernsy Twins attacked

To the Editor: An Answer to the Bernsy Twins ("Vkee-Doo Attacked." 1/6/63). Bernsen II and accused VD of..."...gross and flagrant violation of...established values of morality and decency."

"Accepted by whom? B and B say..."values that so few of us at MIT are aware of..." and..."high and lofty ideals that so few of us live by." I conclude that the "values" aforementioned are accepted by only a minority, and not established at all.

B and B then say, "The administration's silence and tacit acquiescence in this nature can not be condemned..." But what of the unspoken difference: the American way of life..."of which the VD concept?"...the administration's silence and tacit acquiescence in this nature can not be condemned.

Freedom of Speech, and Freedom of the Press. And, how about THE American Concept of Rule of the Majority (i.e., The Majority is Right)? So few of us at MIT are aware of..."values of B and VD, many of us do not know what the values are. So let's run this show the way most of us run..."

Bersy and Bernsy, I like this way, and so do a lot of other people. You either join the fun and go to the dogs with the other dog days, or you just close your left-eye-white eyeballs to VD's values.

Bill Bennett '66

Panty raid

To the Editor: Your Panty raid article had two errors in it. The first was, attempts to...proceed up stairs are due to lack of landing...stairs is that there is a rule against panty raids in the dormitory...one Jewdcole fink and one Jewdcole fink, and one Jewdcole..."...and..."and..."and..."and..."

(Blease turn to Page 3)